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ECB Preview
Questions about Greece, Greece and … Greece


Greek situation – questions about ECB lifting ELA cap and the possibility of
reintroducing the waiver



Flexibility in ECB programmes – limited pre-summer frontloading; the ECB can
use ‘broad discretion’ in measures



Economic development – nothing has changed since the forecasts in June



Market impact – muted, unless Draghi becomes clearer on Greece-related ECB
action

Focus at the ECB meeting will be on Greece and the ECB’s
liquidity provisions to the fragile Greek banking sector
When the ECB members meet on Thursday 16 July the Greek parliament is expected to
have passed the prior actions to the agreed economic reform measures late Wednesday
evening as a further step towards obtaining a third ESM programme. Based on this, we
expect the ECB to start gradually raising the cap on the ELA funding to Greek banks – a
decision which could be announced during the press conference. Looking further ahead,
when Greece is again under a programme, the ECB is expected to reintroduce the waiver,
allowing Greece to use its government bonds as collateral in regular liquidity operations,
see Grexit – what if? Greece kept on a short leash, 13 July 2015. We expect, however,
that the ESM programme has to be in place for this to happen, and the Greek banks are
dependent on the ELA until ESM negotiations are complete. Head of the Eurogroup
Jeroen Dijsselbloem has suggested that it could take up to four weeks.
Although the risk of Grexit is reduced substantially with the latest ‘conditional deal’, the
ECB is likely to be asked how it could continue to provide ELA funding to the Greek
banks after the Greek population voted ‘No’ in the referendum, as this reduced the
‘credible prospect of agreement’. This question will be in line with some of the hawkish
members’ stance as, for example, the Bundesbank’s Jens Weidmann argued in favour of
closing the ELA funding to the Greek banks weeks ago. We expect that ECB President
Mario Draghi, on the other hand, will reiterate his answer from the latest press conference
that ‘We are a rule-based institution. Our ELA is devised and designed to supply credit to
the private sector, not to finance the government. These rules are being applied and they
are being regularly reassessed as developments in the financial markets unfold.’
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The ECB set to lift ELA funds when 'prior actions' are
approved

The deposit withdrawal limit will not be removed soon

Source: Bloomberg, ECB, Danske Bank Markets

Source: Bloomberg, ECB, Danske Bank Markets

The ECB is ready to act in relation to the Greek situation, but for
now soft words have been enough
When the Greek government called for a referendum on the Institutions’ proposals, the
ECB sent out a statement signalling its readiness to act if the Greek situation had
implications for the monetary policy stance, see statement. Overall, the uncertainty
concerning Greece has had a general muted market impact, and so far soft words from the
ECB have been enough even though the ECB statement could have been more explicit,
see Grexit – What if? Greek referendum changes the game, 29 June 2015. The ECB did
thus not use the opportunity to step up QE purchases under the previously announced presummer frontloading. In both May and June the ECB purchased EUR63bn assets, which
is a very moderate increase compared to the previously announced monthly purchases of
EUR60bn, see QE Details: Minimal QE frontloading and longer maturity in Spain, 5 July
2015.
Nevertheless, the ECB has repeatedly stated that the QE programme has some embedded
flexibility, which could be used if Greek contagion intensifies. Added to this, two of the
ECB executive board members have mentioned the European Court of Justice’s judgment
that the ECB has ‘broad discretion’ in its open market operations (see Peter Praet’s
speech and Benoit Cæuré’s interview). This suggests that the ECB could change the OMT
conditionalities if needed.
ECB frontloading was limited in both May and June

Higher purchases in Italy and Spain in June confirm flexibility

Source: Bloomberg, ECB, Danske Bank Markets
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The economic development has been in line with the ECB’s June
projections
At the most recent ECB meeting in June, Draghi argued that ‘the monetary policy
measures have contributed to a broad-based easing in financial conditions, a recovery in
inflation expectations and more favourable borrowing conditions for firms and
households’. The lending figures together with the Bank Lending Survey for Q2 confirm
that the latter is still in place. We also expect that the ECB will remain satisfied with the
recovery in inflation expectations, even though it is modest and was negatively affected
by the latest decline in the oil price. Finally, Draghi does not seem to be concerned about
the sell-off in fixed income markets, as at the meeting in June he said ‘certainly one
lesson is that we should get used to periods of higher volatility’.
Together with the latest activity and inflation data, this should imply that the ECB
maintains its view on the economic outlook. This also follows, as the Greek uncertainty
has so far not impaired investor and consumer confidence. Based on this, the ECB should
continue to conclude, ‘The full implementation of all our monetary policy measures will
provide the necessary support to the euro area economy, lead to a sustained return of
inflation rates towards levels below, but close to, 2% in the medium term, and underpin
the firm anchoring of medium to long-term inflation expectations’.
Market based inflation expectations continue gradually
higher

Borrowing conditions for firms and households have
improved

Source: Bloomberg, ECB, Danske Bank Markets

Source: Bloomberg, ECB, Danske Bank Markets

Market impact likely to be very limited unless Draghi reveals
details on the ECB toolbox
As we expect both policy and communication about the policy outlook to be unchanged
(full implementation of QE needed) as well as most questions to focus on Greece, we
believe the market impact of Thursday’s ECB meeting is likely to be very limited. Tenyear Bund yields and periphery spreads are currently around the same level as before the
Greek referendum was called on 26 June and, although Greek newsflow has moved the
markets over the past three weeks in particular, movements have been significantly less
than around previous Greek bail-out negotiations (see charts). Thus, we think it will
require Mario Draghi to reveal new details on the ECB emergency toolbox to move the
markets significantly and this does not seem likely, with markets welcoming the deal on
Monday and after it (once again) proved sufficient for the ECB to do nothing but state its
readiness to act.
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10Y Bund yields around the level before the Greek
referendum

The same holds for periphery spreads

Source: Bloomberg, ECB, Danske Bank Markets
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